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$ 1. PRELIMINARIES 
THEOREM 1. Let 9%’ be a Stein space and 6 be a relatively compact 
open set on 9. Let {tit} (0 It < 1) be a family of strongly pseudo-convex 
domains. Suppose that 
&=??, $x-y &=W, Ey &=8to, Q 6t=&,. 
0 
Then, 6 is Runge in 9. 
In the paper 1) of R. NARASIMHAN, the above theorem is treated in 
the special case in which each domain 6t (0 % t < 1) has Lipschitz boundary. 
As Narasimhan pointed out without proof, the condition that the boundary 
is Lips&k can be dropped and 6t may be any strongly pseudo-convex 
domain. Recently, R. RICHBERG 2) has proved this theorem, but I will 
give a somewhat different and shorter proof. 
In Narasimhan’s proof, the following Theorems 2. and A are used. 
THEOREM 2. = Narasimhan Theorem III. Let 9%’ be a Stein space and 
6 be a relatively compact open set on 9. Let {&} (0 5t < 1) be a family 
of relatively compact open sets on B? satisfying the following two con- 
ditions (a) and (b): 
(a) t&1=6, U K=&, (O<to<l), lJ &=W. 
ost<tO 0st-d 
(b) 3?t, = n 6t -tit, has a neighbourhood U and a continuous 
t>t, 
convex function p on U. such that p(x) CO for x E &,, n U, and p(x)=0 
for 2 E 3-b. 
Then, 6 is Runge in @. 
Recall that 6 is called Runge in W in case that for any compact subset 
x of 6, the set $ n 8 is compact. Here 
2= {x E gl If(x)1 g ;zs If(y)I, for all f holomorphic on 93). 
1) cf. NARASIMHAN, R., lot. cit. [2] p. 211, Theorem III, Corollary 2. 
2) cf. RICEBERG, R., lot. cit. [3] p. 280, S&z 3.6. 
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THEOREM A. Let 9 be a complex apace and 6 be a relatively oompaot 
open set on 9. Suppose that for any point xo E b6, there is a neighbourhood 
U and on U a strongly convex function p with the property 
U n 6= {X E Ulp(z) < O} 
such that the following conditions hold: 
There is an analytic isomorphism v of U onto an analytic set M in a 
domain of holomorphy G in Cjn, M C G C @, such that in some neighbour- 
hood of G there exists a continuous strongly convex function r~ for which 
(on U): 
lP=qopl* 
Then, there exists a continuous strongly convex function f(z) in a 
neighbourhood W of b6 with 
W n 6={xf5 Wjf@)<O). 
Theorem A. is a generalisation of NARASIMHAN’S lemma I), because, 
no Lipschitz condition for q is assumed. It is the main purpose of this 
paper to prove Theorem A. in a somewhat different way. 
Q 2. LEMMAS 
We first recall Narasimhan’s lemma. 
LEMMA 1.2) An upper semicontinuous function q on a domain 
D CQ is strongly convex if and only if for any UC D, there exists a 
6 > 0 and a sequence of Cm-functions {a;) on U which at any point z = (5) 
of U decrease to q such that 
L(q,)Zd i ld2jj2 on U, for all v. 
i-l 
Here, L(qv) is “Levi’s form of q,“. 
Now, we give the following 
DEFINITION : Let q be a convex function in D CQ. If there exists 
at a point z E D, a sequence of 6’” convex functions q,, in D converging 
to q, and a positive constant C independent of v such that at z 
then, such a point z is called “an ordinary point for q in D”. A point 
on D which is not ordinary is called “a singular point for q in D”. 
If a point ~0 ED is ordinary for q, then it is evident that there exists 
a neighbourhood U (C D) of x0 whose points are all ordinary for q. Hence, 
we obtain 
1) cf. NARASI-, R., lot. cit. [2] p. 203, Theorem I part (ii). 
2) cf. NARASIMHAN, R., lot. cit. [2] p. 198, Lemma 1. 
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LEMMA 2.1) Let q be a convex function in D CQ. Let z,-, be an 
ordinary point for p in D. Then, there exists a neighbourhood U of x0 
and a sequence of C” convex fun&ions qv in U oonverging uniformly to 
q on U and a positive constant C independent of Y such that 
bqv (4 I I - SC on U, for all j (lgjln). h 
Hence, we have the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 3. If 20 is an accumulation point of singular points for q 
in D, then zo is also singular. 
LEMMA 4. Let q be a convex function in D Ccl”, let x be a singular 
point for q in D. Then, for every sequence {q,> of C” convex functions 
converging uniformly to q and for any positive constant C, there exists 
a subsequence {a;,} such that 
h& I I &- >C for some j (lsjsn), and for all E. 
Q 3. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Obviously there is a covering of o6: U = {U,; LY = 1, 2, . . ., N} with the 
following two properties. 
(1) There exists an analytic isomorphism Q)& of U, onto an analytic 
set 2M, (C G, @ZCjka) and this CJa is a domain of holomorphy in 4% Then, 
there exists a biholomorphic mapping 2) Fbi which is defined on 8, = lJ U,, 
L=bwg f-l U&4) and in particular +&=q.~# on U,. BCI, 
(2) In a neighbourhood of aa, there exists a strongly convex function 
qa such that for poi=qa o @,, 
u, n 6 = {x E Ualp&) < O}. 
By a suitable change of the ordering, IY = 1,2, . . . , N, we may assume 
that U,n Ua+l(ol=l,2,..., N- 1) contains inner points. We also consider 
open sets U, in U, respectively such that 
(i) UiC U,, UL f7 U&l+$. 
(ii) {UL} is also a covering of b6. 
(iii) If UO,=U~-- (U, n Ul+& Uy+, = UL+,-(UL n UL+J, then 
iPnm= 4. 
Furthermore, let Wa C Vi u U' rr+1 be an open subset which is smaller 
than Ui u UL+l for each 01 such that { Wa} is also a covering of b6. We put 
W, n UO,=W;, W, n U$=W;. 
1) cf. NARASI-, R., lot. cit. [2] p. 199, Lemma 2. 
2) cf. GRAUERT, H., lot. cit. [l] p. 241, Satz 6. (Rungescher S&z). 
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By (1) above Ga is holomorphic in U, u U,,,. Then, @J UL) is a 
neighbourhood of FL1( W@. 
It is evident that there exists a P-function A,(z) on Cr, such that 
l,(z)= 1 on m 
A,(z) = 0 on G, - @J Uk) 
Since sa, @a+l are holomorphic on U, u U,,, and G, is a domain of 
holomorphy, there exists a holomorphic mapping ya,a+l of G, into qb+i, 
such that in particular 
Ya.a+ll~~=iL+l O @iF’, 
and we suppose that 
ya. r+ = identity. 
If we put 
Qa=qa 0~a.m Qa+l=qa+l oy,..+l; 
Qw=qw 0 1ya.w Qa+l.v=qa+l.v 0 yor,a+l 
on G, n y~;la+~(G~+~), then clearly Q,, Qa+l is strongly convex and Q,,,, 
Q a+l.vis a Cm-function whose Levi’s form is positive for all Y, such that Q,, 
Q or+1 is a uniform limit on G, n y,~t+,(G~+,) of Q,,,, Qa+l.v respectively. 
Furthermore, we put 
pa=& oh on U, u u,,, 
and construct the following function with suitably chosen constant 7 2 1, 
f&) =rua(zb+wE) + (1 -~~)(h+~ +w:+J on W,. 
On the other side, the function 
1 
Qa+sQZ on kAK- K n K+J 
F,= ~,(Q,+~Q",)+(1-~I,)(Q,+l+~Q2,+l) on iL(K n K n K+,) 
Qa+l + r&%+1 on @J W, - W, n 7.Q 
defined on @J W,) has the following relation with the above fa, 
fa=Ek: oh on W,, 
and Fa is a uniform limit of functions 
1 
Qw + r&k on GWK- W, n K+d 
F,,,= ~,(Q,,,+~Q2,.~)+(1--3La)(Qa+l.v+r&2,+1,.) on WC n G n K+,) 
Q a+l.v+~Q:+l.r on sbi( W,-- W, n Va) 
defined on Fo( W,). 
5 Indagationes 
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When we calculate the Levi’s form of F,., on @JWJ, we find 
-w&Y) = 211{Lwi?,.“12 + (1 - &wQ,+1.v12) 
+2{(1+2~&~,“)~(~&,,,~)-(1+2~Q~+l.”)~(~Q~+l.,dl,)} 
+w + 5wJa.Y) -4Qb.Y) + (1 -u1+ 271Qa+1.v) 4&0+1.J 
+ {(Q,.” + f?Q”a.“) - (Qa+l.Y +11Q”a+l.“w(&). 
Now, we shall consider two cases separately. 
CASE (I): xc E @,( IV,) is a singular point for Q, (or Qd+l). 
In this case, we can choose a subsequence (Q,,,) such that for any 
positive constant CO and for all v, 
ldQ6.,l 2Q0ld4, (or IdQa+l.vI 2Cold4) 
at xc. (by Lemma 4.) Then, from the following inequality 
WL) 2 %A4 I~Qa.,d - aJ2 - W,a% 
+Wl-UWQ,+,.vl -U2-W--X 
-4x.vWJ -Ba,,QQa,.) -Qa.vL(Q,+l.v) 
in which 
aor= !$)! P+rlQ,,l), b,= 2,r’l ) (1 +~lQ~,.~.vl) OL a 
Aa.v= I&w + IQa+l.vl +r(lQw12+ IQa+w12) 
JL=U1+WQ,.vI) 
Q,.,=(1-2,)(1+2rlQa+~.YI) 
follows, that for positive constants a,, b,, A,, B,, C,, 
-W’,A~W,WQa,,l -cc,)~-~Y&~ 
+%P--JWQa+,,vl -U2-W1 -@: 
-A,-B,-C, 
at every singular point in @,( IV,). This inequality is true, because Q,.,, 
Q a+0 and 1, are all C” in Cr, n pa.;+1 (a&+,) and a set of singular points 
in Fa(Wa) is relatively closed. (by Lemma 3.) 
Hence, we can choose a subsequence (F,.,) such that for a positive 
constant 6, that only depends on OL, and for all v, it follows that 
W&J 14hw2, 
at every singular point on ?a( IV,). 
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CASE (II) : ~0 is an ordinary point both for Q, and for Qa+1 in @J WJ. 
Let 
2s: = =y ” FE L%%(49 1 -P&3) 
oc a 
then it follows that K> 0. If we choose a neighbourhood Va of @J WL) 
and vl: of @&( Wz) such that for z E V,, &(z) > SL and for z G Vz, 1 - &&) > 8: 
then, for every ordinary point on VL u Vi, the following inequality 
L(F&,) 288:ldzp (6 is a positive con&.) 
is established in the same way as in NARASIMHAN’S paper 1). 
Hence, from Case (I) and Case (II), for Fb( W,), there exists a 8>0 
and a subsequence {F’,,,}, such that 
L(F,,,) BS@z12 on FLI( W,), for all Y. 
Therefore, Fa is strongly convex on @J FVJ and this means that t(z) 
ia strongly convex on W, (C U, U U,,,) such that 
w, n 6 = {cc E W,lf&) < 0). 
Thus, from continuous strongly convex functions pa(z) on U,, ~~+~(x) 
on Ua+lt we could construct a new continuous strongly convex function 
f&r) on W,. In the same way as above, we can also construct a oontinuous 
strongly convex function fa+l(z) on W, u W,,, from for on W, and r)a+2 
on U,+,. When we repeat the operations as above, we obtain a series of 
continuous strongly convex functions fa+l, fa+2, . . . one after another, and 
after a finite number of steps, we arrive at the required oontinuous strongly 
convex function f(z) on W = ?J W, such that in a neighbourhood W 
of b6, a-1 
W n S={Z E W/f(z) co}. 
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